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HOW TO ARCHIVE ONLINE
disobedient objects? This guide to online archiving Resistance Project, a collective 

it happen.

beginner.

The Resistance Archive

metadata

WHERE TO UPLOAD

We recommend setting up an account at the Internet 
Archive at https://archive.org. It’s free, has limitless 

account (historyofresistance@gmail.com
can add it to the database. 

We appreciate that many people are already uploading 
visual material to popular commercial hosting sites such as 
YouTube (for video) or Flickr (for photos). Some of these 
sites, but not all, produce rss feeds. If you have uploaded 

Resistance Archive is using 

technology called RSS 

Syndication), a type of 

subscribe to and then receive 
automatic updates from a 

produce RSS feeds, or can be made to. These feeds can 
then be “mashed up”
called an aggregator
be able to search the entire database querying metadata 
tags
archive. For instance, you could search for “anti war, 
peace, women, feminism” to see content from the 

are not yet released. Please contact us for an update.

for online material, meaning it must be uploaded via the 

So for your archive material to join the Resistance 
Archive
an RSS feed.
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HOW TO TAG YOUR ITEMS

The Resistance Archive will be searchable through 
metadata tags, so every item you upload will need 

related content.

When uploading to the Internet Archive, you can speed 

Lives Matter protest in London in 2016. You can then tag 

same tags. 

There are many items, though, which need individual 

material searchable both within the Resistance Archive 
database and discoverable on the internet in general. Here 

1. 

2.   in the 
uploader. 

3. , e.g.

4. 

event

more generic subjects

type of action

date
medium
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printed photos video footage

STEP 2

.

uploads window.

STEP 3 metadata, starting with a clear title 
. 

DIGITISING THE MATERIAL

newsletters as a 

. 

UPLOADING THE TEXT

STEP 1: Internet Archive account at 
https://archive.org

Internet Archive.

Davina adds her protest materials to the Resistance Archive
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She adds a clear description.

Then she adds the tags,
the guidelines in point (4) on page 2: roads protest, 
roads, dongas, direct action, davina thomson, 
davinactivist, twyford down, newbury, m11, claremont 
road, 1993, 1994, 1995, text

STEP 4: Davina gives her material a creative commons 
license

certain conditions. She chooses to allow remixing 

but to prohibit commercial use and to require share-
alike

Resistance Archive

general public, students,  academics, journalists, and 
activists themselves.

For queries about the archive, please contact us at
email: historyofresistance@gmail.com 

historyofresistance.org
Resistance Exhibition

@ResistanceExpo

STEP 5 upload at the bottom of the page. 

UPLOADING THE PHOTOS

roads 
protest, roads, protest, direct action, tree sitting, tree 
house, tree, davina thomson, davinactivist, newbury, 
1995, photo

STEP 6
account to the Resistance Archive (historyofresistance@

RSS feed 

Resistance database, but anything she publishes to this 

database.
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For more info on the Resistance Project

contact

email: historyofresistance@gmail.com
historyofresistance.org


